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Aviator 
By Kiwiyarns Knits/ Wei S. Leong 

Materials: 
2 x 100g hanks Flagstaff Alpacas 8 ply (DK) multi-dyed 100% alpaca 

1 set each 3.75mm 80cm circular needles and DPNs. 

5mm needles. 

Stitch marker 

Sizing: 

Hat is 19cm (7½”) high.  It is 23.5cm (9¼”) across (when folded in half).   Fits heads between 53cm – 

57cm (21¾” – 22½”) in circumference.  Scarf extensions are 65cm (25½”) long and 10cm (4”) wide 

each. 

Tension/Gauge:   

26 stitches x 30 rows on 3.75mm (US 5) needles over 10cm (4”) in stocking stitch. 

Abbreviations: 

Wyif – with yarn in front 

K2tog – knit two together 

Sl – slip stitch 

K – knit 

P – purl 

Sl – slip stitch 
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Trellis pattern (this stitch pattern is a multiple of 6 stitches.  Please bear this in mind if making any 

adjustments to the hat sizing): 

Row 1 (and all other odd-numbered rows):  Knit.  

Row 2: *wyif sl 5 purlwise, k1; rep from * to end (note for the following odd row – do not knit any 

extra stitches with the resulting loose strand, simply ensure it remains at the front of your work). 

Row 4:  K2, *insert needle under loose strand and knit next st, bringing st out under strand; k5; rep 

from *, end last repeat K3. 

Row 6:  K3, wyif sl 5 purlwise, *k1, wyif sl 5 purlwise; rep from *, wyif sl 5 (2 of these stitches cross 

over your stitch marker to the next row – do not move the placement of your marker), K1. 

Row 8:  K5, *k next stitch under loose strand as in row 4, K5; rep from *, end k1 under loose strand. 

Instructions: 

Cast on 102 stitches.  Join in the round, taking care not to twist the stitches.  Place stitch marker. 

*K one row.  P one row; rep from * once more.  Now do three full repeats of the Trellis pattern, 

starting and ending with a K row.   

When the repeats are completed, *P one row, K one row; rep from * once more.  Piece should now 

measure approx 9cm (3½”) from cast-on edge. 

Work stocking stitch until piece measures 14cm (5½”) from cast-on edge.  Now start decrease rounds, 

changing to DPNs when it becomes uncomfortable using circular needles: 

*K4, K2tog; rep from * to end.  K two rows even.  (85 stitches) 

*K3, K2tog; rep from * to end.  K two rows even. (68 stitches) 

*K2, K2tog; rep from * to end.  K two rows even. (51 stitches) 

*K1, K2tog; rep from * to end.  K one row even. (34 stitches) 

K2tog to end.  (17 stitches).  K one row even. 

K2tog to end, K1.  (9 stitches).   Break yarn and draw through remaining stitches.  Fasten off.  Weave in 

loose ends.  Block flat. 

Scarf flaps: 

Using 5mm needles, cast on 32 stitches.  Work (K2, P2) rib straight for 65 cm.  Cast off.    Make two 

pieces the same. 

Finishing: 

Fold hat in half.  Position each scarf end so that it is one cm (½”) closer to the back of the hat from 

being directly in the middle on each side.  Mattress stitch the scarf ends neatly to the edging of the 

brim of the hat.  Weave in loose ends.  Wear with abandon! 


